
  
 

 
 

  
Here's the newsletter for distribution to your kids/families.   

  

 
The season is on! Good luck to all! Don't forget ComLax is still offering a 20% discount 

off all of your lacrosse gear.Click here to start shopping! 
 

....and now, onto our features:  
  

    
  

  

Use our unique Head Customizer and Customize your stringing! 



A custom strung head not only is practical to allow you to rip the duck for days. It also helps 
create that extra swagger that you need to turn heads on the field.  Why take the gamble by 
choosing colors blindly!? Well, now you don't have to...You can use our head customizer to 

see the perfect stringing design. 
  

What type of Mesh is best for you? 

Hard meshHard meshHard meshHard mesh tends to leave a more consistent pocket along with a longer lasting piece of 
mesh. Breaking in the mesh will have somewhat of a longer process then a SOFT mesh but 
in the end your pocket will stay true to form longer than any other mesh type. This will help 
prevent kids from fiddling with their sticks during practice, blaming their stick for throwing 
wide or into the ground.  Hard mesh works well for kids who have a more over hand 

baseball style throwing motion, a true fundamentalist. In the elements, hard mesh wont 
bag out as easily as some meshes will which helps keep your pocket consistent.   

  

Soft meshSoft meshSoft meshSoft mesh is a popular mesh because it is easier to string and has a quicker break in period 
for your pocket than hard mesh. Some people love the loose rattling feel that the soft mesh 
provides for your cradling and ball control. Pockets tend to whip or hold the ball a little 
more which creates dragging sensation on your shot. This will help create torque on the 
release point of your shot which in the end creates more velocity for your shots. Soft 
meshes shelf life is not as long as a hard mesh would be. Players will tend to use up to 

twice as many pieces of soft mesh during a season then hard mesh. Soft mesh also will bag 
out more than hard mesh in the humidity and the elements. Soft mesh would be more 

popular amongst the indoor game versus the outdoor game. 

    
CLICK HERE to download the ComLax Danglepedia, containing tons of ideas for stringing 

styles and colors!   

 

 
  

  

 

 

  
Want great deals on CHEAP gear? We have you covered at our newly expanded 

and amazing online outlet store  
  

 
All Comlax deals and offers are only while supplies last - once they are gone, they're gone!  No substitutions and does not apply to 
prior purchases.  ComLax not responsible for any spelling and/or typographical errors. Please call your local ComLax store first, just 
to make sure we have it before you use the gas to come! Any product advertised in email is limited to in stock items and may not be 

available in all colors/sizes. Discounts may not be applied to some product due to MAP restrictions as determined by ComLax's 
vendors. ComLax is not responsible for spelling or typographical errors. 

  

Connect With Us! 



 

 
COMLAX 

 We Are Lacrosse! 
119 Dean Avenue 

Franklin, Massachusetts 02038 
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